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Rally Month

What’s in this month’s edition?
•

Another great read – we hope!
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PRESIDENTS REPORT MARCH 2018
As mentioned last month, the (then) next six weeks had BSCC putting on 4 events. So,
things have been extremely busy for many members. Earlier this month we had another
successful running of the Future Autos Rally. Jimna turned on a beautiful day where lots
of fun was had with some serious testing being done over two challenging stages, plus
the usual Come ‘n Try activities.
Plus this running also saw the event supporting the
‘hand in hand’ charity in support of Brain Cancer research. Lots to fit into one day. A
huge thanks to Ross and Robyn Davies and the Jimna Base Camp for having us again.
But of course, special thanks to John Keen and his whole team for making it happen. I
am sure there will be a report somewhere else in this edition so I won’t dwell other than
to offer appreciation and be glad that we finally had an event after a run of bad weather
at the end of last year. Yahoo!
The club also played a dual role at
the CAMS Motorsport Expo. We had
a display of vehicles organised by
Russell Hewitt showcasing just what
we do. Many thanks to those who
contributed. Laurie Svenson’s offroad buggy, Clay Badenoch’s
Corolla, Peter Kahler in the Evo 6 and
Keith Fackrell in the mighty blue Escort
BDA.
It would have made an
impressive display of some quality
machinery. Russell tells me that there
was quite a lot of interest generated with a few leads to follow up. He also had some
discussions with other clubs who while not into rally as such or off road, are interested in
compatible things. I have already had a call from one club who may be able to assist
so we will follow that further as well.

I have come through and I
shall return
Preparations for the Inspirations Paint
Capalaba Hinterland Rally continue in
earnest. I am sure to dine out on this story for
some time. The challenges of running an
event in the early part of the year in South East
Queensland have absolutely been coming
thick and fast. For those who did not know,
on the final course check last Friday
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afternoon, Kent Lawrence and I managed to get stranded by rapidly rising floodwaters
up in the Imbil area and had to spend the best part of 24 hours marooned before we
could get out. Through a confluence of factors, we were pushing the envelope in terms
of time, so it was not an ideal situation. As many would also be aware late last year our
original Clerk of Course, Paul Woodward had to take time off for some much-needed
major surgery. He is recovering well by the way but is under no pressure whatsoever to
rush back and risk a full recovery. We all continue to wish him well. So, with a very short
timeline I had to take over the role to deliver the event. Coupled with that the weather
has been uncooperative with several storms and big rain falls both damaging the forest,
and closing roads through trees down and generally preventing access. So late Friday
afternoon we found ourselves entering the last stage to complete the final course check
to allow the road book to be printed.
So, short story in the 30 minutes we were in the stage, the heavens opened and deluged
the area. As we returned to get out, the causeway had risen substantially. I walked it to
check and realised it was above the wading depth of the vehicle and we were unable
to get out. Undeterred we looked for an alternative exit. Only to find those causeways
covered in fast flowing water to at least 800mm. It became obvious we had a problem.
Fortunately, from the top of some of the hills in the area we just had Optus reception. So
was able to consult the locals about other options. It soon became obvious we had
none. Also alert our families that we were safe just not able to get home that evening.
We settled into to an uncomfortable evening in the car on top of a hill to wait it out. We
did have plenty of water but started rationing the remaining muesli bars.
Later in the evening after the rain had eased for several hours we decided to check out
the creek crossing. As we drove down we found, guess what? A tree down across the
road, another hour was consumed in chain-sawing it partially off the road by the car
headlights, to get to the crossing to find that it had actually gone up some more. That
country is fast to rise but slow to fall. So, nothing for it but to wait for dawn. When daylight
did come still nothing much had changed. But we were extremely fortunate that when
we went into the camping ground there, we came across John, Beryl and Wendy who
had their camper vans set up and had been expecting some 4WD club friends, who had
bailed out due to the weather. They were extremely well set up, and could not be more
helpful. We were soon hooking into a plate of bacon and eggs with coffee. Followed
later by lunch and a couple of beers. So being lost was not that hard in these
circumstances.
Fortunately, threatened storms amounted to not much and a further inspection showed
the causeways were falling, so at 5.00pm while we still had good light, after walking the
causeways we decided to drive out and finally got back to Brisbane that night. Most
people are caring and sharing when needed so thanks so much to our three ‘hosts’ for
the day. We plan to catch up soon. Also, thanks to Kent for maintaining a sense of
humour in trying times.
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The incident ended well, but will prompt some thinking about just what we expect our
volunteers to do. Our plans are not always nature’s plans it seems. So, driving into
isolated forest on your own needs a rethink, as does equipment carried, UHF radio, Sat
phone, medical kits, etc. How much water and food, clothing in the colder months.
Refuel at the last possible moment, you do not know how long you will be in there. Plus
really these activities need an escort.
OK! with that and the calls for working bees
and the stated facts about weather and
issues with the event, does that mean the
event is not going ahead or if it does it
could be a bit, well you know, crappy?
Not at all. We have people sweating
bullets (literally) clearing roads. Thanks to
Mal Bartolo, Iain Robertson, Neil Woolley,
and Ryan Williams for turning up to reopen
two sections a week ago so we could course check. It is a forest rally and summer in
Queensland forests is like that. Permits are approved, the showgrounds and catering
are sorted. The roadbook is able to be finalised, with the added advantage that we
know where potential issues could be. So alternate routes are already in place to bypass
potential problem areas, should they be needed in case of rain, delays or dust by night.
Equipment is being sorted, comms will be checked this Saturday March 3. See flyer
elsewhere for working bee, so we can ensure we have comms and also prepare our
awesome new spectator point. With three viewing areas, live commentary and easy
access to Imbil. You would be a mug to miss that. IT IS ALL GO.
All we need are ENTRIES (which close Monday March 5) and OFFICIALS. Both of which
are still needed to complete this story.
While looking for my Douglas MacArthur photo I came across one of his quotes. ‘Age
wrinkles the body. Quitting wrinkles the soul.’ That could apply to the fourth event we
had in that previously mentioned six-week period. The Lockyer Enduro Off Road has
had to be postponed through lack of entries and ultimately weather difficulties. It is
easy to now write off Off-Road due to the ructions in the sport at present and the
difficulties shown. But I for one think it is a viable part of the club’s activities. But the
definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over and expecting different results.
So, we need to have a rethink, lest we ‘wrinkle our soul’. Sometime soon we will get
some interested parties together. We have already had some useful suggestions from
members about what could help, certainly worth some thought. Principles there could
also apply to rallying. The ultimate answer to come up with something people want to
enter.
When I said we had four events in six weeks I was also overlooking our very popular Codrivers night on Tuesday, March 6 at the club rooms. It was very well attended last year
with heaps of good information and feedback offered. Great chance to clear any last-
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minute uncertainties ahead of the Inspirations Paint Capalaba Hinterland Rally - RSVP
(be polite) and see you there.
Looking ahead, the term of this current board and my current term as president comes
to an end at the AGM in April. Where the membership must elect their future
representation. We are always looking for interested and enthusiastic people who can
both contribute something and actually will do something. So, give it some thought and
nominate if you are interested. Thanks for all the care and concern during our recent
incident, and to the many helping in many ways. Let’s have a great March season
opener.

Peter Flynn
pflynnaus@gmail.com
0423 204849

Save the date
th

4 April 2018
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DATE

EVENT

TYPE

LOCATION

17 MAR 2018

INSPIRATIONS PAINT
CAPALABA HINTERLAND
RALLY

QRC1

IMBIL

14 APR 2018

KCF RALLYSPORT SHORT
COURSE

SHORT COURSE RD
1

GLASTONBURY

23 JUN 2018

KCF RALLYSPORT SHORT
COURSE

SHORT COURSE RD
2

SOUTH BURNETT

18 AUG 2018

P3 SOLUTIONS BENARKIN
RALLY

QRC3

BENARKIN

22 SEP 2018

SR AUTOMOTIVE
MANUMBAR RALLY

QRC4

MANUMBAR

27 OCT 2018

KCF RALLYSPORT SHORT
COURSE

SHORT COURSE RD
3

IMBIL
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The Future Auto Rally season opener is becoming a bit of annual iconic event and this
year was no exception.
Future Auto 2018 … Mikes Toughest Rally Test delivered something for everyone with some
“challenging” bits to test car, driver and co-driver alike. There were a number of trainee
co-drivers trying out the silly seat and the come and try has put fire in the belly of some
drivers to take up the sport.
Over 40 drivers lined up to test new or improved cars or to blow the cobwebs out and
get the eye back in. Some testing new cars, Peter Stringfellow in a Datsun 1200 Ute and
Kim (quote – “I dunno how to work some of this stuff”) Acworth in her new high spec
Subaru to name a few. A notable absence was Mel Bergmann who rumour has it
swapped rallying for snowboarding for the rest of the year, this is of course unconfirmed.
Among many highlights of the day the greatest was to be able to come together as a
group and provide some wonderful memories for a young man named Bailey Jansen.
Bailey, who is 12yrs old was diagnosed in the last few months with a Brain Tumour
Condition and is undergoing treatment in Brisbane, a long way from home in Rocky.

Along with Hand in Hand cancer support foundation
run by Carolyne Oldano we were able to organise
some VIP treatment for Baily including a Police escort
to Jimna for both Bailey and his dad Will in a BMW
convertible.
Bailey had a fantastic time having a ride in Shaun
Dragona’s Subaru and with medical checks giving the
thumbs up Baily was keen for more rides and we were
happy to oblige. I’m sure we have made some special
memories for young Bailey to look back on while he
battles this horrible cancer.
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Another VIP was given an eye opener,
Brenden the new HQ Plantations
Manager at Jimna was convinced to
jump in with Tristian Carrigan driving
Kim’s car and the response was from
Brenden was and I quote “amazing
ride” I think we have made a friend and
I look forward to working with Brenden
and HQ plantations in opening up more
roads to use.

Our hosts Ross and Robyn Davies from Jimna Base Camp, as always bend over
backwards to accommodate us rally people. Jimna Base Camp is a fantastic venue
which can be hired for all sorts of private or business events. The catering was terrific with
the Jimna Community Group once again excelling. I encourage all competitors and
crews to please keep supporting the club as much as possible, we need them as much
as they need us, lets keep our sport at this great venue.
Our major sponsor Future Auto Sumner Park and Wynnum keep coming up with the
dollars which makes this event viable and keeps the entry fees low for all entrants. Don’t
forget to book you next service with Future Auto Sumner or Wynnum and mention you
are a competitor or official and receive not only the normal superb service but also a
further 10% off labour rate! We also wish to acknowledge Woolworths and Subway at
Woodford for support in providing the Officials meals which were delivered to all officials
out on the stages. Also, John Coleman from Australian Theatre Supplies for sponsorship
of the Long Stage and Ship Shape Ships for sponsorship of the shorter stage.
Officials came from all over to make this event run and I thank you all. Special mention
to Brad and Kelly Hurford along with daughters Rachel and Chloe for your help and
support. Brad was assessed and passed his Bronze Event command at the event, so we
have a new fully fledged COC in our midst, congratulations Brad, I know you will find the
job fulfilling. Please support the Wide Bay Motor Sport Complex just a short drive north to
Marybough where Brad and the team can offer you a fantastic venue to some skids.
Marg Mackay did the hard yards packing the paperwork and keeping CAMS happy.
Barry Farrell took on the radio at HQ and enjoyed the day although he did stumble a few
times on abbreviating Assistant Clerk of Course (ass coc) ….. you work it out !!
We provided a Rally radio for nearly every roadblock and not only did this provide RBs
with the ability to stay in the loop it also gave Rally Base a positive tracking regime which
worked perfectly when tracking errant drivers, hey Peter Knight ?
We had some
moments but the event ran pretty well perfect all day and the weather really could not
have been better with the rain holding off for us until Sunday. It did make for a tense
lead up to the event for this COC in the preceding days.
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I must make special mention of the Far-Keen
rally Team guys and girls who take time off
work and help sort out roads, clean up roads,
load gear, unload gear, set up the stages and
then do multiple course car roles during the
event including carrying out recovery
requiring two Landcruiser’s fitted with winches
to get a certain rally car out of a tricky spot.
Rally Legends!

Also a special shout out to Ryan Smart who has given of his time
and machinery to make this and other events possible, so next
time you see Smarty make sure you tell him what a good bloke he
is but don’t lay it on too thick, who knows he may have trouble
getting his helmet on if he gets too much praise
With the support of BSCC we look forward to doing it all again in
2019.
Thank you once again to everyone that came and gave of your time to make the event
the success that it was.
Yours gratefully
John Keen (aka Keeny)
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DATE

THEME

GUEST PRESENTER

TBC

TUESDAY 6 MARCH
2018

OUR EVER-POPULAR
CO-DRIVERS NIGHT
GET YOUR SEASON OFF AND

TH

(TUESDAY THIS MONTH TO
AVOID CLASH WITH RALLY

RUNNING WITH EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO KNOW ABOUT SITTING IN THE

PANEL AND OTHER EVENTS)

SILLY SEAT

WEDNESDAY 9TH MAY
2018

OFFICIALS TRAINING NIGHT

WEDNESDAY 11TH JULY
2018

TELL US WHAT YOU WANT

WEDNESDAY 15TH
AUGUST 2018

TELL US WHAT YOU WANT

WEDNESDAY 10TH
OCTOBER 2018

YEP – ONE MORE TIME, TELL US WHAT

JOHN COLEMAN & TONY
KABEL

YOU WANT

IN 2018 WE WOULD LIKE TO FOCUS ON MORE TECHNICAL ISSUES THAT WILL ASSIST COMPETITORS AND
OFFICIALS – PLEASE EMAIL YOUR IDEAS ON TOPICS YOU’D LIKE US TO COVER.
EMAIL bscc@ozemail.com.au
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2018 FIA Harness Regulations Explained
If you are in the market for a new race harness, it is important to know that a
new FIA standard has been introduced, meaning all harnesses manufactured
from 2018 will have to pass the new test.
The new 8853-2016 homologation requires
greater g-load testing and new features
which make race harnesses even safer.
Previously crash testing was done at 32g,
now the requirement is increased to 70g.
This change has been introduced because
cars are able to survive larger impacts due
to new safety requirements brought in since
1998 when the FIA harness regulations were
last updated. This means that the driver has
a much greater chance of survivability in
the event of a sudden impact if good vehicle crashworthiness and safe cockpit
environments
are
combined
with
the
latest
safety
equipment.
This research prompted the FIA, in collaboration with the Global Institute for Motor
Sport Safety (GIMSS) and manufacturers of FIA-approved safety harnesses, to
develop standard 8853-2016 to "ensure improved strength during frontal and angled
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frontal impacts". It was rolled out with immediate effect in Formula 1, the World
Endurance Championship and World Rally Championship, and will filter through to a
majority of categories by 2023.
Do you need to replace your harness?
If you have purchased a
harness in 2017 or before then
this will still be legal for CAMS
competition until the date of
the harness runs out (five years
after the harness was made).
Therefore, there is no need to
purchase a new harness until
your old one has run out of life,
subject to its condition.

What does the new homologation mean?
The FIA have brought in new standards to improve safety for drivers in the event of a
sudden impact. These changes include:
• Testing to include a velocity of 70g
• 5pt harnesses are now not covered by FIA homologation
• V-strap crotch straps are no longer homologated for 8853-2016. The new t-bar
crutch strap attachment is integral to the buckle. (See image below)
• 4pt harnesses that comply with the old regulation (8854/98) for historic
competition are still allowed
• 2" Lap straps will be more common under 88532016. Having a 2" lap strap is more comfortable as it sits on
the drivers hips better. It also causes less bruising in the
event of a crash. The smaller lap strap means that the belt
can be worn tighter as well, this not only aids comfort but
also improves safety should a crash occur. They are also
much easier to tighten when seating a driver in the car.
• The new standard includes the allowance of >44mm
webbing for all straps (lap and sub) and shoulder belts when used in conjunction
with a frontal head-restraint device (FHR). This replaces the current 2-inch/3-inch
shoulder belts under the 8853/98 standard.
Information courtesy of Williams Race Services
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Silver Service Star Award
for BSCC Stalwart.

Brian Everitt being presented with the CAMS Silver Star by Queensland Board
Member Lawrence Svenson at the CAMS Awards night on 9 February 2018.

The Award was presented to Brian in recognition of his services to motorsport
over a long period, which included being President of BSCC for a total of six
years, and for holding senior roles in the Australian Rally Championship, and
Australia’s rounds of the Asia Pacific Rally Championship and the World Rally
over a period of eleven years.
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View this email in your browser

If you or your vehicle aren't ready for this year's full-on Lasseters Classic Outback Trial in
August, then why not tagalong?
The Classic Outback Trial Tagalong Tour will commence on the morning of Monday
20th and finish with the Classic Outback Tour (COT) Gala Presentation on the evening
of Saturday 25 August, with optional involvement on Friday, Saturday and Sunday 17th,
18th and 19th August.
The Tour will be for participants in four wheel drive and Sports Utility Vehicles (SUV) and
will, in part, pass through private property over special stages used in the COT. The
maximum speed permitted on private property will be 80 kph.
All vehicles are to be fitted with RallySafe equipment, allowing tracking to be carried
out by the COT central control in Alice Springs, and a medical service, if required, will
be provided by the COT medical team.
There is no need for safety equipment as used in rally cars (eg: safety harnesses,
helmets, roll over protection) – any road registered vehicle may be entered in the
Tagalong Tour.
Provision can be made for fly in-fly out participants, with hiring a 4WD vehicle from
Central Car Rentals, including camping gear if required. This cost is not included in the
entry fee below.
Starting in Alice Springs on Monday 20th the tour will head south then a loop north and
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finish back in Alice Springs for the night; then head south, east and north for the next
four days and nights, camping at various overnight locations.

Nomination Fee
A non-refundable nomination fee of $500, deducted from the entry fee, will guarantee
the reservation of an entry in the Tour.
Entry Fee (using own vehicle):
• $3,900 per vehicle with 2 occupants;
• $1,000 each for each extra person in vehicle which includes the following items
where applicable.

For any further details or enquiries please don't hesitate to contact:
Phil Bernadou (Event Director)
pora1@bigpond.net.au
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https://www.facebook.com/BrisbaneSportingCarClub
https://www.facebook.com/SRAutomotiveManumbarRally
www.facebook.com/BenarkinRally
https://www.facebook.com/cmpconsultingglastonburyrally
https://www.facebook.com/Lockyer300/

If you’re on Twitter you can search for us
@Brisporting
https://twitter.com/Brisporting
Find us and follow us for all the latest info and motorsport
tweet, tweets!
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The Business Card Page

Specialising in classic & custom cars,
motorsport & 4X4 from minor repairs to
full rewires.
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board
President ............................... Peter Flynn
Vice President ....................... Paul Woodward
Secretary ............................... Margot Knowles
Treasurer................................ Rod Sams
Club Captain ......................... Ryan Preston
Immediate Past President ... Barry Neuendorff
Board Members .................... Barry Neuendorff, Rod Sams, Peter Flynn, Tony Kabel,
Paul Woodward, Margot Knowles, Craig Porter, Russell Hewett, John Black, David Bannister, John Coleman
CAMS Delegate .................... Paul Woodward
Magazine Editor .................... Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
Officials Liaison Officer………..Brian Gavin
Social Media………………Adrian Clark

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Email- Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Magazine: margot@salestactics.com.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au

If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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On behalf of the Board of Brisbane Sporting Car Club and Membership Registrar,
Margaret Mackay, it is with great pleasure that we welcome the following new or
returning Members to our Club.

Welcome to:
Michael Gill – Member No: 4950
Robert Scott – Member No: 4951
Tracey Percival – Member No: 4952

Did you know you can advertise in the Magazine?
And it’s as cheap as chips!
Advertising Rates are:
Full Page Colour:

$220.00 per year

Half Page Colour:

$110.00 per year

Quarter Page Colour:

$55.00 per year
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Magazine advertising is due for renewal on the 1st January each year.

Club Polo Shirts
Click on the Link to order online
https://bscc.wufoo.com/forms/brisbane-sporting-car-club-shirt-order-form/
Or go to the BSCC website and under Resources you’ll find the order form.
Shirt is $30 ea. plus $4.50 for optional pocket.

SIZES
M EN
Garment Measurements
Measurement:
S M L
XL 2XL
Garment Half Chest 52 55 58 62 65

3XL
71

5XL
79
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LA DI ES
Measurement:
8
Garment Half Chest 46.5

10
49

12
51.5

14
54

16
56.5

18
59

20
62

22
65

24
68

We’re sure you’ve seen lots of Club Members in these great looking shirts –
get yours now!

